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The histogram provided by the authors emphasized the issues of their methodology even further. Vertical winds in the MLT greater than 1 m/s are not ‘intriguing’ or ‘suspicious’ are most likely wrong. A mean vertical wind velocity of 1 m/s corresponds to 600 km upwelling over 7 days. This would indicate that there is enough energy at the MLT available to reach a near Earth orbit. These results point out to a serious problem in the methodology described in the manuscript and to publish them without explanation and simply say it requires further investigation is scientifically irresponsible. In support of the comment I am attaching a similar histogram from another meteor radar using a similar methodology. As it can be seen in this plot, vertical wins do not exceed 0.5 m/s. The authors of this manuscript come from an institution with a long tradition of studies of middle atmospheric dynamics, I recommend they consult these results with their colleagues at their institute about the implications of publishing such results.

Until this is issue is solved, this paper should be declined

Fig. 1. Vertical velocity (residual bias) for an undisclosed meteor radar